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UPCOMING PROGRAMS

Monday, August 12, 1991; 8:00 p.m.

Discussion Topic: Manned or Unmanned Space
Flight

* * *
Monday, September 9, 1991; 8:00 p.m.

Panel Program: Photographs of the July 11,
1991 Solar Eclipse.

OTAA Conventions ....

August 10: Mahoning Valley Astronomical Star
Party. (See Flyer)

Sept. 7: Black River Astronomical Society
Star Party". .".',...

Sept. 14: Chagrin Valley Astronomical Society
Star Party

Richland Astronomical Society
Hidden Hollow Convention and Star
Party (See Flyer)

Dues & Subscriptions

We are beginning to collect dues for the 1992 Calender
year. The CAA also offers discounts on astronomical
magazines. If you are renewing a subscription I will
need your payment by the October meeting.

Dues:
Astronomy:
Deep Sky:
Telescope Making:
Sky & Telescope:
Observer's Guide:

$15.00
$16.00
$10.00
$10.00
$18.00
$10.00

FALL PUBLIC STAR PARTIES

(All public programs will be at the Brecksville Nature
Center of the Cleveland Metroparks at 8:00p.m.)

September 7
"Galaxies of Our Universe"

by John Garvey

October 19
"Lunar Observing"

by Allen Jenks

November 2
"Deep Sky Objects"

by Cathy Hulec

News Item: New Planet?

As has recently been reported widely in the news,
"Astronomers have found a planet 30,000 light years
from the sun." This is not exactly the case. As Sky &
Telescope's Skyline reports, in the constellation of
Scutum, a pulsar - which is a very rapidly rotating
neutron star - displayed a significant irregularity in
its pulses. During a three month period, the pulses
were 2% fast; in the next three month period, the
pulses were 2% slow. Usually, pulsars have no
irregularity. One ofthe explanations for this would be
an object, ten times the mass ofthe earth, orbiting the
pulsar at a distance equal to that Venus is from the
sun - possibly a planet. The difficulty with this
explanation is pulsars are thought to be remnants
from supernova explosions, which would destroy any
planet orbiting the exploded star. Future updates
should be forthcoming.
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<: 1 Thu. Lammas, one of the cross-quarter days; see Feb. 2.
<: 2 Fri. (13 UT) Pluto stationary in right ascension; resumes direct (eastward) motion.

The stationary moment in longitude Is 4.75 days earlier.
o 3 SAT. (11 :25 UT) Moon at last Quarter.

e 7 Wed. Iota Aquarid and Piscis-Austrinid meteors. See MfTEORS.
( 4 UT) Mercury stationary in right ascension; begins retrograde (westward)

motion. The stationary moment in longitude is 20 hours later.
( 4 UT) Mercury 2.1" North of Venus. They are 22' from the Sun In the

evening sky; magnitudes lA and -4.3. They are closest (2.09') at Aug. 8 17 UT.
< 8 Thu. Upsilon Pegasld meteors. See METEORS.

( 5:14 UT) Moon at descending node (longitude 108.8').
(18 UT) Moon at perigee. Distance 56.5 earth-radii.

• 10 SAT. (2:27 UT) Moon new. Beginning of lunation 849.
(23 UT) 0. Sun enters Leo, at longitude 137.79' on the ecliptic.

11 SUN. ( 7 UT) Moon passes 3' North of Venus.
( 8 UT) Moon passes 0.6' North of Mercury. Occultation, visible from central

Europe, Scandinavia, west and central U.s.S.R., northern India, China, southeast
Asia, Philippines, north Borneo.

( 9 UT) Venus at aphelion, .7282 a.u. from the Sun.
12 Mon. Perseid meteors, See METEORS.

( 8 UT) Moon passes 6' south of Mars. .
> 16 Fri. (24 UT) Venus 8.6" south of Regulus. They are 12' and 6' from the Sun in the

evening sky; magnitudes -4.1 and 1.4. They are closest (8.5") at /lug. 19 5 UT.
o 17 SAT. (4:60 UT) Moon at first Quarter.

(21 UT) Mercury 5.6' south of Regu!us. But they are close to the Sun.
(23 UTI Jupiter at conjunction w!!h the Sun; passes into the morning sky. Earth,

Venus, Mercury, Sun, and jupiter are almost in a line in space: see Aug. 21, 22, and
23, and the Solar-System Diagram.

> 18 SUN, (10 UT) Comet Takamizawa at perihelion. See COMfTS.=- 19 Mon. ( 3 UT) Mercury at greatest latitude south of the ecliptic plane (-7.0').=- 20 Tue. Kappa Cygnid meteors. See MfTEORS.
(23 UT) Moon at apogee. Distance 63.5 earth-radii.=- 21 Wed. ( 2 UT) Moon passes OA' south of Uranus. Occultation, visible from south

Pacific, southern and eastern South America, Falkland Islands, south Atlantic.
(lOUT) Moon passes 1.2' south of Neptune.

(19:13 UT) Moon at ascending node (longitude 288.5').
(21 UT) Mercury at inferior conjunction with the Sun; passes into the morning

sky.=- 22 Thu. (20 UT) Venus at Inferior conjunction with the Sun, .287 a.u, from the Earth;
passes into the morning sky. -Earth, Venus, Mercury, Sun and Jupiter form an
almost straight line in space.

(21 UT) Mercury SA' south of Jupiter. But they are close to the Sun.
(23 UT) Moon passes 1.8' North of Saturn.

=> 23 Fri. (7 UT) Venus 9.6' south of jupiter. They are only 8" and 4' from the Sun in
the morning sky.

(15 UT) Sun enters the astrological sign Virgo, i.e. its longitude is 150'. But
astronomically it is still in Leo. See Ast Companion, PRECESSION.

o 25 SUN. ( 9:07 UT) Moon full. The full Moon of August is called the Green Corn Moon
or Grain Moon.

e 30 SAT. (13 UT) Comet Tsuchinshan 1 at perihelion. See COMfTS.
(20 UTI Mercury stationary in right ascension;' resumes direct (eastward)

motion. The stationary moment in longitude is 18 hours later.

August-September Is the best time to look for the zodiacal light from 2 hours to 1 hour
before sunrise (see Feb.). It can be mistaken for the atmospheric glow of dawn, and is
the "false dawn" mentioned in the RubJ'iyat of Omar Khayyam.

August is one of the pleasantest times for sky-gazing (in the northern hemisphere). The
nights are warm. After sunset, we see the richest parts of the Milky Way. Before dawn,
we see Orion rise again into the eastern sky, a foretaste of the glories of winter. And all
night we see the most abundant meteors of the year.

Lie on your back with your feet pointing east, and stare up at:
-Deneb, toward which the solar system is traveling in the thickness of the galactic disk

(see june).
-The north ecliptic pole, leftward from this, inside the curl of the Dragon's neck. The

solar system is another disk (100 million times smaller), spinning around this axis, and
thus lying almost on its side as it flies after Deneb.

-The north celestial pole, downward from this: the axis of spin of this particular planet,
tilted to the left, within the traveling solar system.

Times are given in UT (Universal Time, same as local
time at Greenwich on the 0" meridian of longitude).
To convert to your clock time, see map on back cover.

Positions given For the Moon (such as '2' north of
Mars") are as seen from center of Earth; From north
edge of Earth, Moon appears nearly l' farther south.
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Aug, 21, 60 minutes after SUNSET 20'
(7:49 P.M. local time; 0:49 UT on Aug.
22). The group of distant planets is on
the other side of the slcy from the
Mercury-Venu,.Mar,./upiter assembl-
age, so the Moon encounters them 10'
when it is nearly full, It laces between
them, because its ascending node is
still nearly opposite 10 where the Sun is,

20'

10'

Observers' highlights for August by Fred Schaaf
Naked-eye, When the Perseids reach maximum rates of

50 meteors or more an hour for well-placed observers in
the pre-dawn hours of the 12th or 13th, the Moon will be
a crescent setting in the evening. And the Moon will be
thin enough in the pre-dawn sky by August 7 or 8 to permit
satisfactory observing of the shower's usually strong build-
up in the days before peak ... This most popular of meteor
showers retains mysteries concerning the variability of its
strength from year to year (and from hour to hour) and the
Identity of its parent comet (if Comet Swift-Tuttle, this
comet's possibly long-overdue return might greatly In-
crease Perseid numbers) ... The only bright planet that is
very well-placed (well up In the southeast by rnld-evenlng)
Is Saturn, which is very near the Moon on the American
evening of the 22nd (in dark moonless skies, your naked
eyes can also spot magnitude 51/2 Uranus, above the
hand-'" of~e Sagittarius Te"[>ot):_,_:._Atdusk, Mars lingers,

the naked eye ... Late this month, or early next, the variable
star Mira may reach maximum brightness (usually between
4th and 2nd magnitude) in Cetus the Whale.

Telescopic. Jupiter Is too near the Sun (conjunction on
the 17th), and Mercury Is also too dim (2nd magnitude
and hugging the horizon for most of us by the 11 th, when
the Moon occults it) to be of much Interest for telescopes
this month ... In the last week of the month, however,
Venus's rapid rise In the dawn sky of mid-northern latitudes
will permit observations of the planet as a very thin
crescent. .. Mars Is Just 3' north of mag. 3.8 Beta Virginis
(Zavijava or Alaraph) around 15 UT on the 27th, but they
are only 23' from the Sun... A small elongation from the
Sun makes unvlewable Vesta's near-occultation of a
Beehive star around 14 UT on the 24th and difficult Pallas'
passage just 2' north of mag. 3.0 Epsilon Virginis (Vin-
demlatrix) around 16 UT on the 22nd.

dim and low in the west - but higher than Venus, Jupiter
and Mercury. As the month begins, Jupiter may already be
too low for northerlv observers; Venus and Mercury fall
rapidly, closer Venus' drop appearing rapider so that it
goes past Mercury on the 7th (2" south of the then-dim
little planet) ... From August 2 to 12, viewers at 40' N. see
the lapse between sunset and Venus-set dwindle from 53
down to 10 minutes, the planet's altitude at sunset from
about II' to I' (this latter figure despite far-south-of-the-
ecliptic Venus' 18' elongation from the Sun on the
12th I)., . The good news for Venus-watchers at mid-north-
ern latitudes Is the planet's quite steep climb up Into the
dawn sky after passing 8.2' south of the Sun at inferior
conjunction on the 22nd (23 hours after Mercury's Inferior
conjunction). By the final morning of the month, such
watchers can see Venus rise about 50 minutes before the
Sun and the 4% illuminated crescent of its roughly l' wide
disk be conceivably detectable as an elongated form by
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OHIO TURNPIKE ASTRONOMERS ASSOCIATION
, hosted by

THE BLACK RIVER ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
September, i;6, ~8

at 0 177/
STRAvVBERRY MOUNTAIN CONVENTION CEI\rrER

Birmingham, Ohio
Rain or Shine;'

Doors Open - 4:30 Dinner - 5:30 Talks - 6:30 Star Party to Follow

Flea Market
Buy, sell, or trade astronomical equipment. Clean out your closet or

fill that special need.

Star Party at Strawberry Mountain
This year's star party will be at the meeting sight. This is a dark-sky

location with a very large, open field. The viewing should be excellent and
electricity is available. Camping is also available, (sorry, no hook-ups).

~Pot Luck Dinner
Bring a dish to pass, beverage and table settings.
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TURNPIKE MEETING
SATURDAY,AUG~~- 6:00 P.M.
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You're cordially invited to the annual MVAS / OHIO
TURNPIKE ASTRONOMER'S ASSOCIATION picnic / star-party -
to be held at the Mahoning Valley Observatory.
, REGISTRATION· (upon arrival) is ~, with cni ldren

under 12 admitre,d free.
FREE DOOR PRIZES will be awarded.
* PICNIC will be smorgasbord style, starting at 6:30

P.M. ,Bring your own table service, rolls, and a covered
dish. Coffee and ,soft-drinks will be furnished: Please.
bring ,lawn,chairs and',.if possible, TV trays or sma 11 ,
tables.

YOUR TELESCOPE,S ANO EXHIBITS will be welcome.
The Observatory's 16-1/4 INCH CASSEGRAINIAN REFLECTOR and 8-INCH REFRACTOR will be ope

and available for'public viewing ,of the night sky. '
PROGRAM wfll begin after dinner and will consist of special entertainment, organizatic

business and videos at dusk in our outdoor theater.'
. FLEA MARKET will be set up. ,Bring things you want to se11 'with a price tag att.achec

Please bring on1y jtems of an astronomical, or related nature. There will also be a SIL~ti
AUCTION of vari~us items provided by those in attendance.

OBSERVING PARTY will begin at dark and run until??? In past years many observers hay
stayed all night!, We hope this year will be no exception (weather permitting!)

The Mahoning Valley Observatory is located on Ohio
Route 534, about 8/10 mile North of the 534/Rt. 82
Intersection. The map to the left provides a road
chart for ease of arri vaL A sign at the road mark
a gravel driveway leading to the Observatory. The
dome of the main building is visible from the roac

1-10 •• 610
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HIDDEN HOLLOW/GREATCON '91 REGISTRATION

Here is the application form for this year's HIDDEN HOLLOW/
GREAT LAKES REGIONAL CONVENTION. Space is marginally limited, so
reserve early and plan on entering the various competitions
being sponsored by the Region. Please note that the
registrations are to be sent to the Hidden Hollow address on the
registration form.

ro

-

HIDDEN HOLLOW '91
and the ASTRONOl\flCAL LEAGUE

GliliAT LAKESKEGiONAL C01~V£N'l'iO.N
Don't miss this years Hidden Hollow Conventionll! Speakers are David Levy, Stephen

James O'Meara, Jack Newton, Steve Edberg, Don Parker, Peter Jedicke, Brent Archinal
and of course, Torn Burns. \Ve also have an astrophotography and ATh[ contest with

prizes furnished by the Great Lakes Region of the Astronomical League.

Full Conference
The full conference package includes:
FREE (250 maximum capacity) Lodging for both Friday and Saturday nights
Lectures Friday afternoon, evening and all day Saturday.
Saturday morning wake-up coffee and donuts
Dinner Saturday (a cook-it-yourself steak broil, vegetable, potato, dessert, drinks, the worksl)

Speakers Only
Includes FREE (250 maximum capacity) lodging Friday and Saturday nights, wake-up coffee and donuts Satur-
day morning, admission to the lectures and Star Parties.

Star Parties Only
Includes observing site and power outlet (limited number) for both nights.

Remittance:
adults x 536 for each full convention package S _

adults x
adults x
children x
children x

520 for lectures only .•.coffee/donuts
55 for each star-parry only registration
518 for each full convention (ages 0-15)
58 for lectures .•.coffee/donuts (ages 0- 15)

T otal Amount Enclosed Is:

s _
$ _
S' _
S' _

$0 -
Name _
Auu~ _
City/St.:lte/Zip _
Telephone Bringing telescope? Type. _
Club _

Fire Code Regulations limit us to 350 for the Lecture Hall so please register early!
Commercial Dealers and Speakers Oil lv, receivefull admission or 110 charge.

send registrations by September 20, 1991 to:
Hidden Hollow '91, Post Office Box 653, Ashland, Ohio



I THE UPSILON PEGASID•
METEOR SHOWER RADIANT'DRIFT
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The Seventeenth Annual Upsilon Pegasid Meteor Shower Watch 1991

This year the conditions will be excellent for the maximum ofthe Upsilon Pegasid and Perseid meteor showers.
The current focus ofthe research is on photographic patrol ofthe Upsilon Pegasid meteor shower radiant.

The 1982 Upsilon Pe~asid Fireball
On August 19,1982, the European Meteor Network photographed a -14.0 Upsilon Pegasid Fireball with five
Czech cameras of the network. The reduction of this data confirmed the orbital elements of the shower and
answered many of the questions concerning this new shower. However, many questions still exist concerning
rates, size of the radiant and duration. A good spectra is also needed.

Photo2Taphic Techniques
The ideal camera for photographing this meteor shower is a 35mm with a fast F/ratio 50mm lens. Do not use
either a telephoto or wide angle lens. Point the camera directly at the radiant, which is in the Square of Pegasus.
The recommended films are Kodak T-Max 400 and P3200. Keep the exposures short - four minutes or less. If
a bright meteor occurs, close the shutter within 15 seconds. Be sure to bring along extra cable releases and check
the lens for dew between exposures. Process the film according to directions for desired ISO. If you choose not
to develop the films yourself, send them to a professional photo lab requesting, "develop only." Do not trust your
films to the local drug store. Color films are not recommended, but if you wish to try them, use the new Konica
SRV 3200. Take alon~ your mosquito repellent.

Dates of the Shower
The maximum ofthe Upsilon Pegasids is throught to be August 8th. Full moon occurs on July 26 so the maxim urn
ofthe Upsilon Pegasids and Perseids occurs in dark skies. The weekends of AUlrnst 10 and AUlrnst 17 will be in
dark skies and therefore ideal. Please make a maximum effort on these dates.

Characteristics of the UPsilon Pe~sids
The velocity ofthese meteors is slightly slower than the Perseids and slightly faster than the Delta Aquarids.
The average magnitude is slightly fainter than that ofthe Perseids. The most commonly reported color is yellow-
white. Most shower members have not left any significant trails.

Information and Reports
For further information and reporting of observations of the shower, write to the following address:

Continued on next page. . . .

Hal Povenmire
215 Osage Drive
Indian Harbour Beach, FL 32937
Phone: (407) 777-1303 (not collect)

8"Baush & Lomb SCT

For Sale: Observatory Roof

who 'sSeCfing wliat ....

Eyepieces & Accessories
Meade Wedge & Tripod

Tubular aluminum frame and aluminum skin setup.
Clam shell, 'flip-off design. Very Good Condition.
Mounts with 3 hinges and easily transportable.
Perfect for 10' X 10' structure.

Asking $1500.00or Best Offer $250.00or Best Offer

Phone Chris Burke at 267-8035 Call Chuck Rienhart evenings at: 779-7280



A NOTE OF THANKS TOALL WHOHAVE PARTICIPATED

This last year has been extremely productive in our understanding of this shower. From literature we now have
seven double station Upsilon Pegasids meteors. These were taken by the following groups: Central European
Network, Smithsonian, Yale, Harvard, Dutch Meteor Society and the USSR. Six of these are photographic and
one is radar. This data, combined with previous fireball data, has allowed us to calculate, observe and confirm
the radiant drift. We also now have about 35 scientifically useful single station photographs.

We also believe we have now identified the parent comet. The D-criterion match is essentially as good as PlHalley
and the Eta Aquarids and the Orionids.

The most important discovery is that the Upsilon Pegasids now appear to be periodic similar to the Draconids
and Leonids. After reaching a high point in 1978, their numbers declined. Ifwe are correct, they are now on the
rise again and should continue to do so for the next several years.

While we consider our case "proven" there is still much work to be done. South of Melbourne, Florida, we will
be operating a minimum of three ;PDotographic stations and one with a T. 'v. and image intensifier capable of
recording +9.0 meteors. We now have 4 cameras with F/1.21enses and 8 with :F'/1.4lenses not including other
volunteers. This year will be an excellent one for observing the maximum ofthe Upsilon Pegasids as the moon
is out ofthe way. The results of our efforts have been surnm orzed in a 300+ page soft-bound book. It is essentially
ready now, but I want to include this summer's results in it. If all observers get their data.in quickly, it should
be ready for publication by early fall. It is non-profit, Xerox form ($17.50) including postage. This summer should
be very rewarding. Please get out and photograph, especially on the critical nights ofthe August 10 and August
17 weekends.

Thanks,

Hal Povenmire

Cuyahoga Astronomical Association
POBox 29089
Cleveland, Ohio 44129-0089

Forward & Address Correction
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